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ELCOME to the third issue of the newsletter about the Värmland-Hedmark cluster. Since the last
issue in December 2019, our planet has been ravaged by the covid-19 pandemic. I hope all of you
are safe and well. Both the U.S. and Sweden—countries where several testers in the project live—have
been badly hit. I am myself fine (although I had to live without a haircut for half a year, until a couple of
weeks ago when I ventured to the barber’s). I have been working from home since March 12, when my
workplace closed down. I work in the economics department at the University of Copenhagen, where I
teach and do research. With short notice, my colleagues and I managed to learn how to do our teaching
with the help of online techniques. For my own lectures I used a program called screencastomatic; and
for research seminars and oral examinations, we used the software Zoom. Within our DNA project,
I have successfully carried out a few tests during the spring, in spite of reported problems with mail
delivery and the fact that many countries have been or are in lockdown. For example, I managed to get
one saliva sample sent to me from the U.S. and then to forward it to Dante Labs in L’Aquila in Italy.
This worked out well, without any delays. It probably helped that this was in a relatively early phase
of the pandemic (Dante Labs received the sample on March 6, which was just before Italy entered a
full, nationwide lockdown).
In this issue of the newsletter you can, as usual, find a discussion of newly finished test results, including an updated version of the picture that shows our part of the haplotree. I am happy to announce
that, just like last time, we have a new branch in the tree. On this occasion, the new branch connects a
tester whose oldest known ancestor is from Gersheden in Ransäter parish with a tester whose oldest
known ancestor is from Nedre Ullerud parish. However, the formation of this new branch is potentially somewhat controversial (for methodological reasons), and I will explain and discuss this issue.
I will also, in this issue of the newsletter, give a brief account of the life of one of my own patrilineal
ancestors (Magnus Lagerlöf, 1778-1844). Furthermore, we have an addition to the list of lineages that
we suspect belong to the Värmland-Hedmark cluster but for which there is no, as of yet, sufficiently
ambitious test that makes it possible to confirm this and place the lineage in the tree. Finally, I will
discuss some recent books on genetic genealogy.
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Newly Finished Test Results

T

HREE whole genome sequencing (WGS) tests have been finished since the last newsletter was published. In addition, for a fourth WGS test (done by Tester 12) we had already in December received
some results from Dante Labs, although with a quality that we felt was unsatisfactory; only in early
July 2020 did we submit the results to YFull. For one of the three brand new WGS test results, the tester
turned out not to belong to the Värmland-Hedmark cluster (this was tester P2, whose oldest known
patrilineal ancestor was born in Bro in Bohuslän, Sweden; see issue 1, p. 5, of the newsletter). Another
one of these testers was myself, who had earlier done a Big Y-500 test and was thus already in the tree.
Therefore, only one of the WGS tests adds wholly new information to our part of the haplotree; this is
the test of a man I will call Tester 13 and whose oldest known ancestor is from Gersheden in Ransäter
parish (see the latest version of the tree on page 2). It turns out that Tester 13 forms a new branch with
Tester 2, whose oldest known ancestor is from very nearby Nedre Ullerud. This is great news.
Another great development is that Tester 8 has submitted his Big Y-700 results to YFull (this tester is
not in the proper Värmland-Hedmark cluster but sits on a neighboring branch, with an oldest known
patrilineal ancestor from Somerset in England). This will help with, among other things, age estimation
of an important branch in the tree. Furthermore, two of the testers (Testers 3 and 6) who earlier had
upgraded from Big Y-500 to Big Y-700 have now during the spring submitted their results to YFull.
This is again very useful, partly because it helps with age estimation, partly because it potentially can
contribute to new branches. Finally, I have asked a distant relative of mine, Jan Lagerlöf, to let me test
whether he is a carrier of a some specific SNPs. The purpose with this testing is twofold. First, I want
to verify that Jan and I indeed share a common Y chromosome lineage, as the church records suggest.
Second, the test results will help us refine the age estimates—I will explain the reasoning behind that
claim below, where I list and discuss the new testers (for convenience I include Tester 12 in this list,
although he was included already last time).

• Tester 12 (Grue, Hedmark). Oldest known patrilineal ancestor: Botolf Magnussen (born in 1885), who
was from Kirkenær in Grue, Hedmark, Norway. This is a 30X WGS test from Dante Labs. We first
received results for this test in December 2019. However, the average number of reads was lower
than what the company had promised (23.2X instead of 30X). Dante Labs offered to resequence
the sample and we received new results in February. To my dismay, it appeared that the new
results were either mixed with some other tester’s results or severely contaminated; they were
thus not possible to use. Dante Labs never explicitly acknowledged that they had made an error,
but they agreed to resequence again. The new results were ready in late May. In my eyes they
initially looked good, as the files were extremely large, but then it became clear that also these
results were mixed or severely contaminated. I have again asked Dante Labs to make this right
(the company representative responded that “I have requested that our Quality Assurance Department investigate into this and to reply to you”). I am still waiting for their response and I
am looking forward to receiving new results of good quality. At this point, however, I have run
out of patience in my wait for genetic genealogy results and I therefore, in early July, decided to
send the December files to YFull (there are no signs at all that these are mixed or contaminated).
If Dante Labs later provides us with something useful and with a larger number of reads, which
I hope the company will, then I will send also those results to YFull.
In spite of the December results coming from what is effectively a 23.2X test (as opposed to a 30X
test), they appear to be good enough for genetic genealogy purposes. For example, the number of
novel SNPs that have been found in this sample is larger than in any other one belonging to the
Värmland-Hedmark cluster. Tester 12 has, according to YFull’s analysis, overall 11 novel SNPs of
“best quality” or “acceptable quality.” Nine of these are located in the so-called combBED region
(a particular part of the Y chromosome where YFull considers the SNPs to be reliable enough to
be used in the company’s age estimation). The relatively large number of SNPs does certainly
not suggest that the lack of reads has been a problem in the analysis. Therefore, even if we fail
to make Dante Labs deliver what they promised, we probably have a lot of good reasons to feel
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content with the December results.
As I write this, the age analysis for Tester 12 (called YF75623 in YFull’s tree) is not yet finished
and it is not yet clear whether he will help form a new branch with anyone of the other testers.
He is currently located immediately under the R-100873* branch 1 (both in YFull’s tree and in the
tree shown on page 2 in this issue of the newsletter). We will have to see what the people at YFull
say when they update their tree next time—probably in August.
• Tester 13 (Gersheden, Ransäter). Oldest known patrilineal ancestor: Jon Olofsson, who lived in the
1700s in Gersheden in Ransäter, Värmland. This tester, who is a U.S. resident, is the same person
that was listed as lineage L3 in issue 2 of the newsletter, published in December 2019. At that
time, the tester had done an STR test (Y67 ) at Family Tree DNA and he showed up in my match
list. I wrote in that issue of the newsletter that I thought I had lost contact with the tester and that
we might have to give up on our ambition to get his lineage into the tree. However, the tester
read what I wrote and contacted me. He was happy to let me test him and I was delighted that I
could use one of my Dante Labs WGS tests on him. Within a few weeks we had sent off a saliva
sample to Dante Labs in L’Aquila, Italy.
The company received the sample on March 6 and the results were ready on April 24. However,
to me it appeared as if a couple of the data files were not yet uploaded. Moreover, by using some
software for checking the quality of the test results (qual.iobio.io), I could see that the files did
not contain results for a full 30X test, but rather a 23.6X test. By the end of May, I asked Dante
Labs about both these issues. Their response was that the two missing files were not any longer
provided, and that they could not offer any resequencing of the sample. The two missing files
are not an issue (the information in those files can be found in other, larger, files that we do have
access to). The fact that they did not want to do a resequencing is more annoying. Yet again,
however, even though I am unhappy that the company does not deliver 30X test results when
they promise exactly that when advertising their tests, I think the test results will be good enough
for genetic genealogy purposes. We should be happy.
After hearing from Dante Labs that I could not expect any resequencing, I immediately (on June
1) submitted the results (in particular, the two so-called FASTQ files) to the German company
YSEQ, who can realign them to the most recent reference genome (hg38). This reference genome
is supposed to be at least somewhat better for genetic genealogy purposes than older ones (when
receiving the files from Dante Labs, they are aligned to the reference genome hg19). On June 10,
the realigned results from YSEQ were ready and, on June 12, I submitted the results to YFull.
Tester 13’s ID at YFull is YF74441 (the relevant part of YFull’s tree can be found here: https:
//yfull.com/tree/R-Y100873/).
As I write this, YFull’s age analysis for Tester 13 is not yet finished and it is not yet clear whether
YFull is of the opinion that he should form a new branch with his only tree neighbor (in YFull’s
tree, he is currently located at the R-86344* branch). However, by studying the results myself, I
would claim that Tester 13 should indeed form a new branch together with Tester 2. These two
testers are both positive for the SNP BY12164 (with 67 reads for Tester 2 and 9 reads for Tester
13),2 which all the other testers in the Värmland-Hedmark cluster are negative for. This SNP is
located in the so-called combBED region of the Y chromosome, which is the requirement YFull
has for using a SNP in their age estimations (for tree building, they accept also certain SNPs
outside of the combBED region). However, YFull has not included the SNP BY12164 in Tester 2’s
age analysis, in spite of the fact that Tester 2 has been in the YFull tree for about two and a half
1 The asterisk (*) indicates a so-called paragroup (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paragroup). The testers that belong to a
paragroup are negative for the SNPs that define each one of the currently existing downstream branches. In this example, Tester
12 is negative for the SNPs Y86344 and Y107658, which define the only currently existing branch downstream of R-100873*. If
more careful analysis, which YFull will do soon, reveals that Tester 12 has at least one novel SNP in common with one of the
other testers at R-100873* (i.e., Tester 3, 4, 5, 6, or 10), then they will form a new branch together.
2 The Y chromosome (hg38) position of BY12164 is 21,660,583, and it is a mutation from the ancestral value A to the derived
value C.
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years and that he is positive for this SNP. YFull’s reason for this, as I understand it, is that the
SNP BY12164 also appears in several other parts of the haplotree, and YFull has a rule that if this
happens then the SNP is not used for analysis. This is how YFull explains their rule (from their
FAQs; see https://yfull.com/faq/what-yfulls-age-estimation-methodology ):
Variants detected in more than five different “localizations”are excluded. “Localization” means a group of samples from the YFull database belonging to the same subclade and having derived allele nomination. In some cases, the same derived variants
may be found in different subclades or different haplogroups because of mapping errors or because the standard reference sequence is based mainly on haplogroup R1b
data and to a lesser extent on haplogroup G data. This causes some variants in some
haplogroups to be ancestral instead of derived. Although YFull established the “five
different localizations” criterion empirically, the criterion is soft but believed to be effective.
Thus, YFull seems to suggest that if a SNP appears in five or more places in the haplotree, then
that is an indication that the apparent SNP may be due to, for example, a mapping error. I am
somewhat puzzled by this and I do not feel very convinced by YFull’s text. However, I have no
training in genetics or in bioinformatics, and it may very well be that YFull is right and that refraining from using BY12164 for analysis is indeed a sensible and prudent thing to do. That said,
for the time being I have included the new branch in our version of the tree (see page 2). The
things that make me feel skeptical about YFull’s arguments are, to start with, that a SNP showing
up several times in different places is not in itself very remarkable. While the Y chromosome is
large (the combBED region encompasses 8,473,821 positions), there are also a very large number
of men who have lived through history and it is therefore inevitable that sometimes the same
mutation will appear on several occasions. Moreover, the SNP in question has occurred in the
combBED region, which is supposed to be reliable (that is how this region was chosen by YFull).
In addition, the number of reads for each of the two testers (67 and 9, respectively) is satisfactory
(YFull’s criteria require at least three reads). Finally, given our genealogical data (including information about the geography), it would make perfect sense if Testers 2 and 13 were relatively
closely related. I would have liked to see some more direct evidence that the SNP is not real—not
only a reference to the fact that it appears also in other places in the tree. I also note that if YFull
is wrong about BY12164 being due to an error, then we are not only throwing away information
by not including it in our analysis, but it is indeed statistically inappropriate not to use this SNP
in the age estimations.
Yet again, I am open to the possibility that YFull is right. If YFull does not include the new
branch in the company’s next version of the tree, I will ask more knowledgable people about their
thoughts about this issue and, if it seems appropriate, delete the new branch from our version of
tree.
• Tester 1b (Skived, Grava). Oldest known patrilineal ancestor: Same as Tester 1a (previously called Tester
1), namely Per Månsson, who lived in the late 1500s and into the 1600s.
The name of this tester is Jan Lagerlöf. 3 He lives in Knivsta north of Stockholm and, until recently
when he became an old-age pensioner, he has been a professor in the department of ecology
at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences. Today, Jan is running a small-scale travel
agency that organizes tourist trips to Kenya (see http://www.lagerlofnatur.se/). Jan Lagerlöf
is my—i.e., Tester 1a’s—father’s third cousin. In particular, Jan and I have a common patrilineal
ancestor four generations up from Jan and five generations up from myself. The name of this
common ancestor is Magnus Lagerlöf (1778-1844), and he was a priest in Nyed parish, Värmland.
From Magnus Lagerlöf there are five further generations up to Per Månsson, the oldest known
ancestor along our Y chromosome lineage. Given what is known from church records, Jan is my
3I

have asked him, and he does not mind being named.
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most distant relative who also is a patrilineal descendant of Per Månsson. To be precise, Jan and
some other individuals are tying for that position, but there is no known patrilineal relative of
mine that is more distant than Jan is, while still a descendant of Per Månsson.
As already mentioned, I have two objectives with testing Jan. First, I would like to verify, to the
greatest extent possible, that what the church records say about my Y chromosome lineage is
correct. Second, I expect the test results to help me refine the age estimates of the branches in the
Värmland-Hedmark cluster. The particular kind of test that I have asked Jan to do is a so-called
Sanger test of three individual SNPs on the Y chromosome: FT146431, Y98684, and Y193242. The
testing service is provided by the company YSEQ in Berlin. The first one of the three SNPs is the
one that appears in the tree on page 2 and which defines the branch where Testers 1a and 11 sit.
If the church records are right, Jan should be positive for this SNP. The two last ones are my (i.e.,
Tester 1a’s) novel SNPs that are located in the combBED region. We know that they must have
occurred some time between the birth of the ancestor A5 (see the tree on page 2) and myself. My
reason for letting Jan test whether he is positive for my novel SNPs is that, by doing that, we
can learn about how many of the SNPs occurred between Magnus Lagerlöf (1778-1844) and A5.
Given that knowledge, I can estimate the time that has passed between 1778 and the birth of A5.
Statistically, doing this is an easier task than estimating the whole time span between my birth
and A5’s birth (we know how long time has passed between 1778 and my birth, so we can make
better use of our scarce data if we refrain from estimating that and instead impose the information
on our analysis). In summary, testing both Jan and myself makes it possible to learn everything
we need to know, for genetic genealogy purposes, about the Y chromosome of Magnus Lagerlöf,
and we can effectively use Magnus as our test person when studying the Värmland-Hedmark
cluster. (There is no need to exhume his remains!)
The results of this test came back on the same day as I was about to finish the newsletter and send
it out (on July 31). It turns out that Tester 1b is positive for the SNP FT146431, as we expected.
This is consistent with what the church records tell us and it is a strong indication that there has
been no mis-attributed paternity along the lineages from Magnus Lagerlöf down to me and to
Jan, respectively. Moreover, the test results from YSEQ say that Tester 1b is positive for the SNP
Y98684 and negative for the SNP Y193242. That is, exactly one of my two novel SNPs occurred
between Magnus Lagerlöf (1778-1844) and A5.
These test results being useful of course requires that I do my own age estimations, instead of relying only on those of YFull. However, I have made progress with my preparations for carrying
out the age estimation and I hope I will be able to present some estimates in a reasonably nearby
future. Once I am ready to do that, I should also be able to make use of our knowledge about the
relationship between Testers 3 and 4 (see the tree on page 2). We know from the church records
(and the DNA test results are consistent with this) that these testers have a youngest common ancestor called Anders Christoffersson (1657-1730). Instead of estimating the time that has passed
between the birth of the ancestor A2 and Tester 3 and 4, respectively, we can therefore estimate
the time between A2’s birth and 1657. This is possible because we can infer how many of Tester
3’s and Tester 4’s novel SNP occurred after and before the birth of Anders Christoffersson. As it
happens, it seems as if there were no SNPs at all occurring between A2 and Anders Christoffersson (this information in isolation thus suggests that A2 is not particularly old, although we have
of course other pieces of information that sometimes say the opposite).
As already mentioned, my own (i.e., Tester 1a’s) 30X WGS test from Dante Labs is now finished. I
have submitted the results to YFull and my ID number there is YF71553. Also the WGS test of Tester
P2 (whose oldest known patrilineal ancestor was born in Bro in Bohuslän, Sweden) is now finished.
However, it turned out that this person does not belong to the Värmland-Hedmark cluster but instead
a sister branch of U106. In particular, this tester’s position in the tree is as follows: R1b → M269 →
L23 → L51 → L52 → L151 → P312 → U152 → L2 → S14469 → FG668 → FGC36253 → FGC36273
→ BY3495. See also YFull’s tree: https://yfull.com/tree/R-FGC36253/, where P2’s ID number is
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YF68570. Maybe it is a pity for the rest of us that P2 does not belong to the Värmland-Hedmark cluster,
but I think it will also be an interesting learning experience. The branch of the haplotree where P2 is sitting is much more sparsely populated than the Värmland-Hedmark cluster and its surrounding clades.
For example, P2 has 26 novel SNPs, whereas the members of the Värmland-Hedmark cluster have between one and nine novel SNPs (in both cases counting the SNPs that YFull uses for age estimations).
I consider P2 an honorary member of our project.

A New Likely Värmland-Hedmark Lineage

I

N issue 2 of the newsletter, I made a list of six individuals who have taken an STR test that suggests,
together with genealogical data, that the individual’s lineage belongs to the Värmland-Hedmark
cluster. I also wrote that my ambition was to—at some point—get these lineages into the tree (or otherwise have it confirmed that they do not, after all, belong there). This can be achieved by letting the test
person do a more ambitious test (like a Big Y test at Family Tree DNA or a WGS test at Dante Labs). I
have recently found a new STR tester that we can add to the list.

• Lineage L7 (Östra Tolerud, Grava). Oldest known patrilineal ancestor: Anders Jonasson (1745-?),
who died in Östra Tolerud, Grava parish, in the south of Värmland. 4 This test person has done a Y37
STR test at Family Tree DNA. At the 37-markers level, he matches me (i.e., Tester 1a) with a
genetic distance of 3. He provides a family tree that shows that his patrilineal ancestors for several
generations, including the oldest known ones, lived in Grava parish, and in particular at the farm
Östra Tolerud. Given the close matching at the 37-markers level and the Värmland connection, it
seems very likely (not to say obvious) that this tester belongs to the Värmland-Hedmark cluster.
As I have mentioned before, I have several empty 30X WGS tests from Dante Labs (at the moment,
there are three left) that I would like to use on individuals who are reasonably likely to belong to
the Värmland-Hedmark cluster. I would be delighted if I could use one of the tests on the individual
discussed above, representing lineage L7. I have not yet had time to contact this person but I will do
that as soon as possible. I am happy to make the same offer to representatives of the other lineages
listed in issue 2 of the newsletter (L1-L6). However, the person representing L3 has already been tested
with one of these tests from Dante Labs and he is now Tester 13 in the tree (see the discussion above).

Magnus Lagerlöf (1788-1844)

A

I explained above, I have recently asked my distant relative Jan Lagerlöf to let me test whether
he is positive or negative for three individual SNPs on the Y chromosome. The results will enable
us to use Jan’s and my youngest common patrilineal ancestor, Magnus Lagerlöf (1778-1844), as our
effective test person in the study of the Värmland-Hedmark cluster. It is as if we had access to Magnus
Lagerlöf’s skeleton and could carry out a test of his DNA directly.
To the surprise of myself and many others in the Lagerlöf extended family, in 2010 a novel about
Magnus Lagerlöf and his life was published [see Ribbing (2010)]. This was very much unexpected, as
ML was in no way a famous person. His best claim to fame is that he was, on his maternal side, a
first cousin of the very well known Swedish writer, professor of the Greek language, and bishop Esaias
Tegnér (1782-1846). ML and Tegnér were also quite close, and there is an exchange of letters between
the two that we have access to today. However, the reason why the author of the novel, Eva-Gunilla
Ribbing, was inspired to write the book had nothing to do with Tegnér. Instead, Ribbing’s father had
himself been a priest in Nyed, and she grew up in the official priest residence where also ML and
his family had lived a little bit more than a hundred years earlier. During her childhood, Ribbing had
heard many stories about ML and she was fascinated by the house in which she lived.
S

4 This

information comes from the test person (in particular, from his tree at FTDNA).
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Figure 1: Magnus Lagerlöf (1778-1844) and Catharina Maria Roos af Hjelmsäter (1786-1865). The portraits are painted by Catharina Maria’s brother Leonard Henrik Roos af Hjelmsäter (1787-1827).
Ribbing’s novel is to a large extent fictionalized, although it also contains a number of genuine letters written by ML and others.5 Below I will quote from one of these, written by ML in November 1833
to Esaias Tegnér. This was just a little bit more than ten years before ML died. He had at the time of the
letter been a priest (prost) in Nyed for 12 years (since 1821). Since 1814, he had been married to Catharina Maria Roos af Hjelmsäter (1786-1865), and they had six children together. Catharina Maria was
a miniature painter and is represented at the national gallery of Sweden (Nationalmuseum) in Stockholm with several paintings.6 Her brother, Leonard Henrik Roos af Hjelmsäter (1787-1827), was also a
painter,7 and Figure 1 shows two portraits of ML and his wife, painted by Leonard Henrik.
Here is the quotation from ML’s letter, taken from pages 370-71 in Ribbing (2010) and with a brief
summary in English afterwards:
Min hustru är rask och frisk och i en oupphörlig verksamhet; en god och förståndig moder
och husmoder. Sjelf har jag i sednare fått en mera jemn hälsa. Den Mjeltsjuka, som höll på
att alldeles förstöra mig, låter mer och mer sällan känna sig och endast vid väderombyten
eller någon oförsigtighet en och annan dag. De år jag levde på Millesvik vore mig särskilt
svåra. Min matsmältning var alldeles förstörd. Den fuktiga, tunga Näsboluften verkade
också ofördelaktigt på mig. Jag var angripen av en hemlig tärande nerfsjukdom som till den
grad försvagade mitt minne, min tanke och verksamhetsförmåga att jag fruktade att förlora
mitt förstånd. Men ombyte af lefnadsort och luft och några års begagnande af Philipstads
brunn hjelpte mig till förbättring; och som sagt, ju äldre jag blir, ju jemnere blir min hälsa
och mitt lynne. Dock iakttager jag all möjlig varsamhet i mitt lefnadsätt och måttlighet.
Dagligt bruk af Brännvin har jag måst afsäga mig, ty jag har funnit det för mig skadligt,
också har jag aldrig varit svag därför. Men af ett gott glas vin då och då finner jag mig
förträffligt väl. Pounch dricker jag gärna. – – – men dricker jag mer än vissa glas får jag
betala det efteråt.
In the quoted passage of the letter, ML first explains that his wife is in good health and very active.
He then talks about his own health. He earlier suffered from mjältsjuka, which is a (nowadays) oldfashioned Swedish word for melancholy or depression; now, though, he feels much better most of the
5 Other texts (which are not fictionalized) about ML and his life include Wrangel (1913, pages 26-36) and Edestam (1968,
Volume III, pages 126-27).
6 See her Swedish Wikipedia page at https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catharina_Maria_Roos_af_Hjelmsäter.
7 See his Swedish Wikipedia page at https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_Roos_af_Hjelmsäter.
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time. In the end of the passage, he explains that he has stopped drinking snaps on a daily basis but
enjoys the occasional glass of good wine.

New Books on Genetic Genealogy

N

and then I have been asked by people about good sources for learning about genetic genealogy
(in general) and Y-DNA testing (in particular). In the last one or two years, several new English
language books on genetic genealogy have been published. I thought I should at least mention three
of them here in the newsletter, although I do not have time now to properly review them (I am also
traveling at the moment and I have not brought my copies of the books with me). Two of the books are
on genetic genealogy in general, covering a number of topics, whereas the third one focuses on Y-DNA
testing. Both of the two more general books are anthologies, written by a whole a group of genetic
genealogists and edited by Graham S. Holton (2019) and Debbie Parker Wayne (2019), respectively.
The former book is titled “Tracing Your Ancestors Using DNA: A Guide for Family Historians” and
its authors are (primarily or exclusively, as far as I know) based in the UK. I enjoyed reading this book
and found it useful. The second one of the more general books is American and it is titled “Advanced
Genetic Genealogy: Techniques and Case Studies.” I have not yet read this book (only skimmed a
couple of the chapters), but it is definitely on my reading list.
The book that focuses on Y-DNA testing is authored by the American David Vance (2020) and is
called “The Genealogist’s Guide to Y-DNA Testing for Genetic Genealogy.” There are some things with
this book that I am not overly happy with. As far as I can tell, the book is self-published and my feeling
is that Vance would have benefited from the assistance of an editor (getting help with things like proofreading and what material to include). Still, this should be an extremely useful book for people who
want to learn about how to use Y-DNA testing for genetic genealogy purposes. In particular, I would
expect that, for many readers, the large number of very pedagogical figures that Vance uses to explain
how Y-DNA testing works will prove quite helpful. As far as I know, this is the very first book that
solely deals with Y-DNA testing, within the field of genetic genealogy. As such, it is really a landmark
piece of work—likely to be followed in the next few decades by many other books on this topic. If
anyone wants a tip about what to read to learn about Y-DNA testing for genetic genealogy purposes,
David Vance’s book is my primary recommendation.
OW

Things to Look Forward To

T

HERE are a number of things we can look forward to in the project in the next few months (or at
least within the next few years, concerning some of the ideas discussed below).

• As should be clear from this issue of the newsletter, we have very recently submitted several new
test results to YFull, which means that we still eagerly await an update of YFull’s haplotree that
will fully take these submissions into account. Most importantly, we do not yet know whether
YFull will add the branch that I now incorporated in our version of the tree (i.e., the branch starting with the ancestor A6 and linking Testers 2 and 13). Moreover, YFull has not yet included all
the new testers that belong to the Värmland-Hedmark cluster in the company’s age estimations.
YFull’s next update of the tree is likely to be published some time in August (so quite soon). If you
want to watch out for the update, here is a link to YFull’s tree (at the bottom of the page, there is a
date indicated, which now before the update is June 27): https://yfull.com/tree/R-Y100873/.
• I still have three 30X WGS tests from Dante Labs left that I want to use on some person who is
reasonably likely to belong to the Värmland-Hedmark cluster. Hopefully I will soon find people
who are willing to offer samples for these tests. When that happens, we will have more test
results—and hopefully more branches in the tree—to look forward to.
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Figure 2: The grave of Magnus Lagerlöf, his wife Catharina Maria Roos af Hjelmsäter, and the couple’s
daughter-in-law Andrietta Lagerlöf (b. Åkerblom). The grave is located at the cemetary next to Nyed
Church in Molkom, Värmland. Standing next to the grave are my grandfather Nils (Petrus) Lagerlöf,
my father Nils (Magnus Gustaf) Lagerlöf, and myself. The oldest man in the picture, i.e. my grandfather, was a great grandson of Magnus and Catharina Maria. The photograher is not known but could
possibly be my mother Inga-Britt Lagerlöf (b. Gahnström).
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• I hope, and expect, to be able to do my own age estimations, as a complement to the ones that
YFull provides us with. I will use a somewhat different approach for this, relative to how YFull
is doing the estimations (and relative to the contributions in the rest of the literature—although
I am not yet familiar with all relevant papers). My approach will have some pros and cons, but
in my opinion the pros should clearly outweigh the cons for a small project like ours, which is
primarily interested in only a small part of the haplotree.
• I have not yet, in this issue of the newsletter or in any previous one, tried to offer answers to
our big questions about when and wherefrom the Värmland-Hedmark lineage entered that geographic region, and about migration paths. However, I do think about these questions quite a lot.
Recently I have also started to read a bit about the Middle Age history of Värmland, although I
am still very much a beginner in that field. In my opinion (for what it is worth), I do think we
need more data before we will be able to say anything about these issues that feels meaningful
and which is not only speculation. However, I do think it would be meaningful, and indeed very
useful, to write down a number of hypotheses about possible migration paths that are consistent
with our data and which strike us as plausible. If nothing else, such an exercise can help us see
what kind of data would be needed to rule out certain scenarios. I hope to get to that task at some
point and tell you what I have to say in some future newsletter.
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Svensk sammanfattning
" Sedan senaste numret av nyhetsbrevet kom ut i december har flera testresultat blivit färdiga. Den
viktigaste konsekvensen av dessa resultat är att återigen – som det ser ut i alla fall – har en ny
gren bildats i den del av haploträdet som utgör Värmland-Hedmark-klustret. Av metodologiska
skäl är dock bildandet av denna gren potentiellt en smula kontroversiell. Vi får se vad företaget
YFull säger om saken senare i augusti när företagets fullständiga analys av testresultaten är klar.
Den nya grenen kopplar ihop en testare med äldsta kända ana (längs det raka fädernet) från
Nedre Ullerud med en testare med äldsta kända ana (längs det raka fädernet) från Gersheden i
Ransäter. Man kan se den senaste versionen av vår del av trädet på sidan 2 i nyhetsbrevet.
" Det finns flera släktlinjer som, med hög sannolikhet, tillhör Värmland-Hedmark-klustret men där
testpersonerna har gjort endast ett ganska grunt test. En ny sådan släktlinje har dykt upp sedan
december och är kortfattat beskriven i detta nummer av nyhetsbrevet. Vi hoppas att vi snart ska
få in alla dessa linjer i haploträdet, genom att åtminstone någon representant för linjen gör ett mer
ambitiöst test (t ex ett Big Y-test hos Family Tree DNA eller ett helgenomtest hos Dante Labs).
" En person som blivit testad sedan sist är en avlägsen släkting till mig (längs det raka fädernet).
Syftet med detta test är det ska hjälpa oss med åldersuppskattningarna av de olika grenarna i
trädet. Den avlägsne släktingens och min yngsta gemensamma ana längs det raka fädernet är en
man som hette Magnus Lagerlöf (1778-1844) och var prost i Nyed i Värmland. Jag skriver lite
grann om denna person i nyhetsbrevet.
" Tre nya böcker om genetisk genealogi har nyligen blivit publicerade och jag skriver kortfattat om
dessa.
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